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Defense cooperation in the Asia–Pacific region is becoming more diverse and more diffuse. 
Rapid geopolitical, economic, and technological change is widening the scope of security 
cooperation, both with respect to the actors and the activities. There are challenges and risks, of 
course, but there are also numerous opportunities for countries to enhance security, shore up a 
flexible defense industrial base, share costs, and create a stronger network of partners. This essay 
discusses these issues from the perspective of the United States, which has been a major driver 
helping to establish the post–World War II order in the Asia–Pacific region—an enduring order 
from virtually all countries in the region have benefitted.   
 
America’s hub-and-spokes model of alliances continues to undergird peace and stability. U.S. 
alliances, while formal defense relationships, are geared toward preserving deterrence and 
stability, thereby undergirding a durable peace in which commerce and diplomacy can thrive. 
U.S. defense cooperation has flourished over the past decades with Australia, Japan, the 
Philippines, South Korea, and Thailand. But defense cooperation does not extend only to these 
five countries. New Zealand, a member of the “five eyes” intelligence-sharing arrangement, has 
been gradually improving defense cooperation up to a level similar to when it was an 
unconditional member of the ANZUS alliance. Taiwan, a former ally, retains a special defense 
relationship with the United States, which under the Taiwan Relations Act of Congress incurs 
continuing obligations to its defense. In Southeast Asia, small, prosperous, and technologically 
advanced Singapore enjoys alliance-like defense cooperation.  
 
More recently, however, these alliances and close security relationships are being complemented 
by new partnerships with rising regional powers such as India and Indonesia, as well as other 
emerging economies such as Vietnam, Malaysia, Brunei, and even Myanmar. Moreover, often 
quite separate from the United States, a web of intra-Asian security cooperation is growing, in 
part reflecting the greater wealth and capacity of most Asian economies.1 
 
Indeed, in general defense and security cooperation appears to be accelerating in the Indo–Asia–
Pacific region. Several trends are driving this development largely centered on the redistribution 
of global power, the desire for greater situational awareness, and innovative thinking regarding 
how nations can better ensure access to their maritime, air, cyber, and even space domains (often 
grouped together and known as “the global commons,” the vital arteries of our globalized world). 
Much of this is happening because of indigenous efforts from regional states to strengthen 

1The idea of an intra-Asian security web of relations is the subject of a Center for New American Security (CNAS) 
study. See Patrick M. Cronin et al., The Emerging Asia Power Web: The Rise of Bilateral Intra-Asian Security Ties 
(Washington, DC: CNAS, 2013). 
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cooperation. Some of it is also because of a deliberate U.S. policy, often working with allies, to 
help build partnership capacity. Regionally, there is a broad recognition of the importance of 
forging greater collective capacity for responding to humanitarian assistance and disaster relief 
(HA/DR) missions. Two tragic airline incidents—the disappearance of Malaysian Airlines Flight 
370 in March 2014 and the crash of AirAsia Flight 8501 into the Java Sea only nine months 
later—underscore the importance of multinational search and rescue (SAR) operations. Both 
HA/DR and SAR missions also highlight the value of information sharing, domain awareness, 
and crisis-management coordination and capacity. 
 
In fact, national security cooperation in the Asia–Pacific region is bound to grow along with the 
rising importance of the region itself. Admiral Harry Harris, who served as the Commander of 
the U.S. Pacific Fleet prior to becoming the Commander of the U.S. Pacific Command, 
frequently extols the importance of the Asia–Pacific to the United States and the global economy 
by citing some big numbers related to its maritime predominance.2 After all, as he likes to say, 
the Earth is 70 percent covered by water, 80 percent of the people live on or near the coast, and 
90 percent of global commerce by tonnage is driven by the sea (including about half of all 
commercial shipping by tonnage, which in turn is valued at between $5 trillion and $6 trillion, 
passes annually through the South China Sea). In addition, virtually all (99 percent) of 
international Internet communications on which global finance and communication is dependent, 
travels via undersea fiber optic cables. Finally, more than two-fifths (42 percent) of the world’s 
oceans are claimed by some country as part of their Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), making 
the question of free seas and the freedom to navigate through those EEZs essential for global 
commerce.   
 
Bringing it back to the Asia–Pacific, Admiral Harris also likes to note that the region sits on the 
ring of fire—a 25,000-mile horseshoe-shaped area around the perimeter of the Pacific Ocean 
known for its concentration of volcanoes and seismic activity. The ring includes such recent and 
historic hotspots as Sendai, Japan; Mt. Pinatubo, the Philippines; the volcanic island Krakatau 
(better known as Krakatoa), Indonesia; Christchurch, New Zealand; and the San Andreas Fault in 
California and Cascadia Subduction Zone in the Pacific Northwest United States. Throw in 
seasonal typhoons and other complex disasters, as well as non-traditional missions such as 
countering piracy, illegal fishing, and illicit trafficking of all types, and there is no doubt that 
there is a built-in requirement for expanded security cooperation in this region. 
 
As the United States rebalances its focus to the Asia–Pacific region gradually over future years, 
including homeporting 60 percent of its major naval combatants to the region by 2020, it will 
continue to expand its exercise and training programs, port and airfield visits, and military and 
security exchanges. Much of this activity will focus on building a stronger, inclusive network of 
transparency and cooperation, often at the lower end of defense and security capacity building. 
This year the Administration launched a new, five-year $425 million maritime security initiative 
to build partnership capacity with Southeast Asian nations such as Indonesia, Vietnam, the 
Philippines, Malaysia, and Thailand; after initial investments of $50 million and then $75 
million, the subsequent three years would include $100 million a year to build capacity of 
partners in Southeast Asia.  

2For example, see “Admiral Harry Harris’s Keynote Speech (Summary)-2014 Annual Conference,” at the 2014 US-
Japan Council Annual Conference, October 10, 2014.  
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Quite apart from the U.S. rebalancing efforts, however, much of the momentum for building 
capacity in Asia centers on anxieties about a reemerging China that is simultaneously assertive in 
its action. China’s artificial island building spree in the South China Sea in 2014–2015 are a case 
in point. At the same time, after 15 years of nearly 10 percent growth in China’s defense budget, 
its military and non-military maritime capabilities are overshadowing the defense programs of 
neighboring states. All countries aspire to better relations with China, but in addition to hedging 
against how future Chinese leaders may use their newfound military prowess, there is also an 
acute need to protect order and ensure that big powers cannot simply resort to coercion or force 
to get their way with smaller powers. Let me talk briefly about my concern over China’s recent 
pattern of more assertive behavior and what I have called “tailored coercion.” 
 
Recent Developments in Asia–Pacific Maritime Security3 
 
China is increasingly asserting its claims over its near seas. Some see in China’s maritime 
behavior, at least in the South China Sea, continuity between recent assertiveness and its 
aggressive actions in 1974, 1988, and 1995 in the Paracels, Johnson Reef, and Mischief Reef, 
respectively. In all those armed incidents, as today, China appears to be looking for opportunities 
to expand its regional influence if not carve out a bigger sphere of influence. The primary 
difference is that today China’s long-term investments in coast guard capabilities and military 
modernization, as well as commercial maritime assets, have given it far more capacity to wield 
influence in its near seas. China’s navy has come a long way since Admiral Liu Huaqing put 
forward a “green water” strategy to control the maritime space within the first island chain.   
 
At a minimum, China’s recent activity in maritime Asia represents a continuation of a 
discernible trend since at least 2009 in the aftermath of Beijing’s triumphal Olympics and the 
global financial crisis. The year 2009 was also the point at which China submitted its expansive 
nine-dash-line claim in the South China Sea as part of its official submission to the United 
Nations Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf.  
 
Most recently that activity has become more pronounced and directed at new targets. China’s use 
of diverse levers of state power to implement a strategy of tailored coercion, or salami-slicing 
tactics, against those it perceives to be impeding its interests has been well documented. Through 
activities such as the seizure and subsequent occupation of Scarborough Shoal from the 
Philippines in April 2012, or an unrelenting campaign of incursions to contest Japan’s 
administrative control of the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, China has been probing how far it can 
press its claims short of provoking a military confrontation that might draw in the United States, 
the regional security guarantor. It is a strategy that seeks to manipulate risk in Beijing’s favor, for 
example, in the risky intercept of a U.S. surveillance aircraft in international airspace by a 
Chinese fighter jet in August 2014. This creates significant potential for miscalculation and risk. 
 

3This section is drawn from my analysis written with Alexander Sullivan, “America, Uneasy Engagement,” in Ron 
Huisken, ed., CSCAP Regional Security Outlook 2015 (Canberra, Australia: ANU/CSCAP, 2014), 
http://www.isn.ethz.ch/Digital-Library/Publications/Detail/?ots591=0c54e3b3-1e9c-be1e-2c24-
a6a8c7060233&lng=en&id=187244 (accessed October 6, 2015).  
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While the actions described above had already drawn the region’s attention, in the last year 
China under Xi Jinping—newly empowered with consolidated, centralized institutions for 
coordinating foreign and security policy—has been even more forward-leaning and assertive in 
pressing its various claims in Asia. Previous gambits at Scarborough and around the Senkakus 
were preceded by at least a pretext of initial offense by the Philippines and Japan, to which China 
responded with overwhelming paramilitary, diplomatic, and economic pressure—so-called 
reactive assertiveness. 
 
Recent Chinese assertiveness has instead been more self-initiated. The ADIZ declaration in 
November 2013 had no clear antecedent, but rather represented Beijing’s desire to extend its 
dispute with Japan to the air. In January 2014, Hainan province issued fishing regulations stating 
that all fishermen regardless of citizenship within the nine-dashed-line area covering 85 percent 
of the South China Sea must be permitted by the Hainan government. It has apparently sought to 
operationalize this bit of lawfare by actually ordering “unauthorized” fishermen out of areas 
China claims.  
 
In May 2014, China dispatched a brand-new deepwater oil rig to explore for energy resources in 
disputed waters offshore Vietnam, and set up an 80-plus-ship cordon—including, reportedly, 
People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) vessels—around the oil rig, in violation of international 
rules governing freedom of navigation. This touched off a crisis in relations between Beijing and 
Hanoi and provoked anti-Chinese violence in Vietnam. Vietnamese and Chinese vessels collided 
dangerously, with both sides accusing the other of ramming. The oil rig was withdrawn in early 
July, but by September Beijing had dispatched a separate drilling platform to the East China Sea, 
and the South China Sea is sure to see return visits by Chinese rigs. 
 
Perhaps of most concern to regional leaders, China is currently engaged in large-scale land 
reclamation projects on seven disputed reefs and islands that it occupies in the South China Sea. 
Five of these projects have been approved since Xi Jinping took office. These activities violate 
the 2002 Declaration on the Conduct of Parties and have set the region on edge. China has 
rejected a U.S. call for a freeze on any activities that would change the status quo, including land 
reclamation and military construction.   
 
The buildup of formations such as Johnson South Reef is intended to bolster China’s claims to 
the contiguous waters, perhaps in view of the Philippines’ arbitration case pending before the 
International Tribunal on the Law of the Sea. But the land reclamation activities also have a clear 
military purpose: in September 2014, the chief of PLAN, Admiral Wu Shengli, conducted a 
weeklong inspection tour of several of the projects. Should the land reclamation activities 
advance to include runways, they could support a future declaration of a South China Sea ADIZ 
and attempts to police its airspace, which the United States regards as part of the global 
commons. 
 
As retired Vice Admiral Yoji Koda has pointed out, China is building a strategic triangle with 
Woody Island in the Paracels at the northern point, Scarborough Reef at the eastern point, and 
South Johnson Reef and Fiery Cross Reef in the Spratlys at the southwestern point. Runways on 
Fiery Cross Reef and other artificial islands would extend Chinese power across the southern 
portion of the South China Sea. 
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In addition to doubling down on ongoing disputes in maritime Asia, China has undertaken 
activities that have raised the hackles if not drawn the ire of countries for whom these have not 
been high-profile issues. These include suggestions that the nine-dashed-line could infringe upon 
Indonesian maritime claims generated by the Natuna Islands, repeated shows of force and land 
reclamation activities in precincts close by Malaysia, and the growing dispatch of Chinese naval 
forces including nuclear-powered submarines to the Indian Ocean. While most experts had 
accepted at the time of the “peripheral diplomacy” work conference in Beijing in October 2013 
that Japan and the Philippines would be exempted from Chinese largesse, few analysts expected 
China to turn around and willfully provoke such important partners as India, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, or Vietnam. 
 
U.S. Military Services and the Rebalance to Asia 
 
What this background suggests is the need for the United States to remain present, including 
helping to build new partnerships and to support the development of cooperation, transparency, 
and binding rules. At the same time, the United States, working with allies and partners, wants to 
improve transparency and crisis management for dealing with a range of predictable problems, 
from disaster relief to search and rescue, or worse. The United States simultaneously wants to 
build defensive capacity for countries to build habits of cooperation, a common operating 
picture, and be in a better position to safeguard open access to open seas and skies and to be able 
to patrol and protect their sovereign claims. Each military Service—the Navy, the Marine Corps, 
the Air Force, and the Army—is fortifying its engagement in the region. Despite a limited budget 
and a 74-million-square-mile Pacific area of operation, even the Coast Guard is becoming more 
engaged in Asia, as suggested by a planned September 2015 visit to Vietnam by the Coast Guard 
Commandant, Admiral Paul F. Zukunft.4 
 
The U.S. Navy and the Asia–Pacific. While U.S. rebalancing policy refers to comprehensive 
engagement—with trade, investment, and diplomacy the main avenues of activity—the Navy has 
been the most visible component in the press. The Navy presently keeps more than half of its 
major ships homeported in the region, and by 2020 the Navy plans to homeport 60 percent of its 
overall fleet on the West Coast and in other parts of the Asia—Pacific basin. Presence not only 
makes conflict less likely (deterrence) but also makes responses more effective, whether for 
responding to a natural disaster or supporting training programs with allies and partners. 
 
The Navy is also at the forefront of building cooperative security and engaging China, as the 
recent Rim of the Pacific Exercise attests. Chief of Naval Operations Admiral Jonathan Greenert 
and other senior naval officers have spoken frequently about expanding maritime cooperation 
around shared challenges, from HA/DR or search and rescue to counter-piracy and confidence-
building measures. Various initiatives underway are seeking to encourage China to be part of an 
inclusive, rules-based system, even while China is most reluctant when it comes to binding rules. 
(although China is a party to the existing and often overlooked 1972 International Regulations 
for Preventing Collisions at Sea, which govern navigation rules for all shipping). Nonetheless, 

4See Rhonda Carpenter and Chuck Oldham, “An Interview with Commandant Adm. Paul Zukunft,” Defense Media 
Network, January 20, 2015.http://www.defensemedianetwork.com/stories/an-interview-with-commandant-adm-
paul-zukunft/ (accessed October 6, 2015).   
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China has been willing to discuss moving forward with voluntary measures, including the Code 
of Unplanned Encounters at Sea and two recent framework agreements with the United States—
one for notification of major strategic and military activities and another for the safe conduct of 
naval encounters. The latter two frameworks set up regular discussion for developing agreed 
upon ways for building confidence and avoiding collisions, although the still extant 1998 U.S.–
China Military Maritime Consultative Agreement has proven of little utility in a crisis. A 
framework for airspace is also envisioned and may prove even more difficult given that 
international law governing international airspace is even less developed than that dealing with 
the oceans, especially the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. 
 
In addition to these confidence-building measures with China, the U.S. Navy is increasing port 
visits, high-level military-to-military exchanges, military academic exchanges, and exercises 
with a wide number of countries in the region. 
 
Yet America’s refocus on the Asia–Pacific is not without risk, as ongoing turmoil throughout the 
Greater Middle East, Europe, and elsewhere suggests. Indeed, some naval strategists, such as 
Bryan McGrath, argues the Navy needs to move back to a three-hub presence that includes not 
only the Western Pacific and the Arabian Gulf/Indian Ocean, but also the Mediterranean.5 This 
pressure not to neglect other global challenges is reinforced by a related problem: the historically 
smaller force structure.  
 
The Navy’s fleet size is under 290 major ships, and although long-range plans call for 317 ships 
by the late 2020s, that is still a far cry from the 594 ships the Navy had in 1987. Indeed a former 
Secretary of Navy and influential Member of Congress have argued that the Navy is living off 
investments made three decades ago and can no longer afford to do so.6 According to John 
Lehman and Representative Randy Forbes (R–VA), “As this fleet retires in the decade ahead, the 
Navy will begin experiencing serious shortfalls in the minimum number of attack submarines, 
amphibious ships, and large surface vessels required to execute its mission.”7 They make a 
strong case for a bigger and more capable navy: “Like Britain’s Royal Navy in centuries past, the 
United States Navy underwrites the global economic and security order through its forward 
presence, deterrent power, and, ultimately, war-fighting capabilities. Investing in a revitalization 
of American seapower should be among the highest priorities of any American president.”8 
 
Some of the solutions the Navy is developing involve means for engaging smaller navies, 
countries with brown and green water navies rather than blue water navies. The Littoral Combat 
Ship (LCS) has been developed with this type of engagement in mind, as well as with a view to 
protecting semi-enclosed bodies of water and chokepoints. But other concepts, such as that of 
“distributed lethality” and a reliance on innovative technologies, such as unmanned systems, are 
also receiving a great deal of attention from senior leaders. 

5Bryan McGrath, “The Paradox of American Naval Power,” War on the Rocks, August 13, 2014,  
http://warontherocks.com/2014/08/the-paradox-of-american-naval-power/ (accessed October 6, 2015). 
6John F. Lehman and J. Randy Forbes, “American Seapower for the 21st Century,” National Review, September 2, 
2014, http://www.nationalreview.com/article/386777/american-seapower-21st-century-john-f-lehman-j-randy-forbes 
(accessed October 6, 2015).  
7Ibid. 
8Ibid. 
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The rise of the so-called precision-strike regime in which accurate, long-range ballistic and 
cruise missiles can put more expensive naval ships at risk, is stirring a debate over the size and 
shape of future surface naval forces. But the rise of this so-called “mature precision-strike 
regime” era may not be simply to ignore the enduring value of surface ships as to find cost-
effective countermeasures.9 One such measure would be to complicate a potential adversary’s 
targeting with “distributed lethality.”10 As Vice Admiral Thomas Rowden, Rear Admiral Peter 
Gumataotao, and Rear Admiral Peter Fanta have written, the Navy should create “hunter-killer 
surface action groups,” using all platforms as offensive means of delivering dispersed firepower, 
in order “to give the operational commander options to employ naval combat power in any anti-
access/area denial (A2/AD) environment,” thereby preserving the deterrent value of our forward-
based forces.11 Sea control can no longer be assumed, but having the “capability and capacity to 
impose localized sea control when and where it is required to enable other objectives” is all that 
is essential.12 
 
Proponents of distributed lethality are arguing in favor of offensive sea control capabilities to 
pose “unacceptable risk” to would-be adversaries by expanding the lethality of the surface fleet. 
Hunter-killer surface action groups would be created by deploying systems such as medium-
range surface-to-surface missiles, a long-range antisubmarine warfare (ASW) weapon, and 
railguns, onto more naval and even amphibious ships. They would be supported, in turn, by an 
advanced command-and-control network and persistent intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance.13 
 
Unmanned systems are another innovation shaping every branch of service, including the Navy. 
Secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus has highlighted the importance of unmanned systems for the 
future Navy operating at greater distances over longer periods of time.14 “Unmanned systems are 
vital to our ability to be present; they lessen the risk to our Sailors and Marines and allow us to 
conduct missions that are longer, go farther, and take us beyond the physical limits of pilots and 
crews.”15 The MQ-8B Fire Scout, an unmanned helicopter system first deployed in 2009, patrols 
“against illicit trafficking in the Pacific, counter-piracy operations in the Indian Ocean, and 
combat operations in Afghanistan and Libya.”16 The Marines use the Cargo Resupply Unmanned 
Aerial System to haul cargo to patrol forward operating bases. The Navy is testing a Mine 
Countermeasures Mission Module for the LCS; the module includes a remotely controlled 
submarine with a mine-hunting sonar towed behind it. The Navy has flight tested the MQ-4 

9See Andrew Krepinevich, “Maritime Competition in a Mature Precision Strike Regime,” CBSA, January 22, 2015, 
http://csbaonline.org/2015/01/22/maritime-competition-in-a-mature-precision-strike-regime/ (accessed October 6, 
2015).  
10Vice Admiral Thomas Rowden, Rear Admiral Peter Gumataotao, and Rear Admiral Peter Fanta, “Distributed 
Lethality,” Proceedings Magazine, January 2015, Vol. 141/1/1,343, 
http://www.usni.org/magazines/proceedings/2015-01/distributed-lethality (accessed October 6, 2015).  
11Ibid. 
12Ibid. 
13Ibid. 
14Secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus, “Future Platforms: Unmanned Naval Operations,” War on the Rocks, January 
21, 2014,  
http://warontherocks.com/2014/01/future-platforms-unmanned-naval-operations/ (accessed October 6, 2015).  
15Ibid. 
16Ibid. 
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Triton, which is larger than the P-3C Orion maritime patrol plane, is an unmanned maritime 
patrol aircraft, and along with P-8 Poseidon provides persistent, comprehensive maritime domain 
awareness. But there is a diverse range of unmanned systems that may be useful for building 
regional capacity. While larger allies like Japan and others might contemplate Global Hawk for 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR), smaller actors such as Taiwan might make 
use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) like the MQ-8 Fire Scout for improving naval 
situational awareness. The X-47B Unmanned Carrier Launched Airborne Surveillance and Strike 
System is seen as a critical part of the future carrier airwing.17  
 
The Marine Corps and Amphibious Operations. “The Marine Corps is the Nation’s 
expeditionary force in readiness.” It must be prepared for crisis response when least expected.18 
But after more than a decade of supporting the Army in land wars, the Marines are refocusing 
back to their traditional mission, “something that must be reinforced anew.”19 Yet Marines will 
be approaching expeditionary challenges in smaller force packages and even with a new 
relationship between conventional Marines and special operators.20 

In many ways the Marines are at the center of America’s rebalance to the Pacific. Having long 
had only a single permanently forward deployed Marine Expeditionary Unit (the 31st MEU in 
Okinawa), it will in effect create more MEU options in the region. In addition to restoring pre-
9/11 force levels in the region, the Marines are thus “the lead force in re-shaping the U.S. 
presence in the Pacific over the next few years.”21 The Marines have begun rotating forces 
through Darwin, Australia, and that force will eventually grow to the size of an MEU. 
Meanwhile, forces moving out of Okinawa will build up a presence on the U.S. territory of 
Guam, where along with planned training facilities will make an ideal place for training allies 
and partners. This more disbursed force will also be supplemented by the amphibious capabilities 
of allies. The United States has been helping Japan over the past three years create an MEU-
sized amphibious force out of its Ground Self-Defense Force over the past three years. The 
Australians are considering whether to prepare their forces and amphibious ships for 
humanitarian disasters and noncombatant evacuations or higher-end territorial and regional 
confrontations.  
 
One innovative approach that would tie together burgeoning naval and amphibious capabilities in 
the region has been put forth by Grant Newsham, who has called for erecting a three-pillared 
maritime security coalition architecture built around the United States, Japan, and India.22 
Adding in Australia, one could imagine cooperation including everything from theater ASW and 
responding to regional disasters to helping other regional partners build maritime and 

17Ibid. 
18U.S. Marine Corps 36th Commandant’s Planning Guidance 2015 (Washington, DC: U.S. Marine Corps, January 
2015).   
19Bryan McGrath, “The New Commandant’s Way Forward,” War on the Rocks,  
January 27, 2015, http://warontherocks.com/2015/01/the-new-commandants-way-forward/?singlepage=1 (accessed 
October 6, 2015). 
20Ibid. 
21Robin F. Laird, “The US Marine Corps in the Pivot to the Pacific,” The Diplomat, May 24, 2013, 
http://thediplomat.com/2013/05/the-us-marine-corps-in-the-pivot-to-the-pacific/ (accessed October 6, 2015).  
22Colonel Grant Newsham, “Developing a Maritime Security Coalition Architecture for the Indo-Pacific,” 
November 1, 2014,  http://defence.pk/threads/guest-post-10-developing-a-maritime-security-coalition-architecture-
for-the-indo-pacific-by-col-gr.342644/ 
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amphibious capability. These forces, he notes, could leverage “a convenient network of naval 
and air bases in Japan and India (to include the Andaman Islands). And Guam offers excellent 
bases on the ‘eastern side’ of the region if the U.S. finally capitalizes on them.”23 Access 
arrangements with not just Australia, where Marine Rotational Force-Darwin is receiving a great 
deal of effort, but also various Southeast Asian countries could further expand the network open 
for training and for coping with a variety of contingencies. President Barack Obama’s latest 
summit with Prime Minister Narendra Modi in New Delhi has rekindled interest in both bilateral 
and multilateral cooperation. 
 
Newsham notes the inherent need to think about not just naval forces, but also sea and land 
forces as well. The interplay of geography and military developments surrounding the Nansei 
Shoto island chain extending south from Okinawa applies to the Philippine and Indonesian 
archipelagos, too. Amphibious capabilities are being sought by Japan, Australia, Indonesia, the 
Philippines, and India— who already have marine forces but are seeking to build them up partly 
because of their role in peacetime operations: 
 

Amphibious capability can add substance to the Maritime Security Coalition—if further 
developed and properly employed. Surface combatants, submarines, and aircraft carriers 
are indispensable and needed in a shootout—or even to prevent one. However, 
amphibious shipping and forces are equally useful—especially in peacetime. By virtue of 
being able to stay longer and do more, amphibious forces allow more influence and more 
presence, and in more places. Try conducting HA/DR operations—a frequent 
requirement in the region—using frigates and submarines. Paraphrasing a Chinese 
commentator, “aircraft carriers are nice but amphibious ships are what really matters.”24 

 
Newsham’s development of how the U.S., Japan, and India could work toward seriously capable 
amphibious capability, up to the level of a U.S. Marine Expeditionary Unit (or MEU), which 
comprises three amphibious ships and about 2,000 Marines and aircraft. The U.S. operates its 
31st MEU from a base in Japan, and the Japan Self-Defense Force is presently assembling a de 
facto MEU—one that deployed to the Philippines in November 2013 to support relief efforts 
after Typhoon Haiyan. The development of an India amphibious capability comparable to a 
MEU would allow unique air-sea-land “joint training and exercises and operations (particularly 
HA/DR) to take place on a significant scale throughout the region.”25 
  
The Air Force and Theater Security Cooperation. The Air Force is adapting its force and 
operations to fit the growing call for cooperative theater engagement in the Asia–Pacific region. 
The rebalance policy is leading to pushing the most advanced U.S. Air Force assets to the Asia–
Pacific region. Although the Air Force promotes “global reach,” as part of the U.S. rebalance 
policy it is pushing its most advanced assets to the Asia–Pacific region. This shift affects all five 
core missions of the Air Force, including air and space operations; ISR; mobility; strike; and 
command and control.26 A major part of the focus on the Asia-Pacific has to do with allied and 

23Ibid. 
24Ibid. 
25Ibid. 
26U.S. Air Force, “America’s Air Force: Call to the Future,” July 2014, 
http://airman.dodlive.mil/files/2014/07/AF_30_Year_Strategy_2.pdf (accessed October 6, 2015).  
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partner cooperation. Official Air Force policy notes: “Partnerships enhance deterrence, build 
regional stability, offset costs, increase capability and capacity, and ensure access. –Indeed, the 
most likely and most demanding scenarios involve the Air Force working in concert with, or 
leading, coalition Airmen.”27 
 
Airpower and seapower are vital in a region that covers more than half of the earth’s surface. 
Periodic disasters requiring urgent humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, or search and 
rescue missions, are regular occurrences in the Asia–Pacific region. U.S. rapid delivery of relief 
aid and transportation for thousands affected by Typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines in November 
was greatly aided by previous investments in building relations with the Philippine armed forces. 
Indeed, in “only days, in coordination with the Philippine government, Airmen from the 36th 
Contingency Response Group landed in Tacloban, and the concluding humanitarian assistance 
exercise Cope South turned ‘real world.’”28 

Although relatively few countries can afford America’s fifth-generation fighter aircraft, other 
“game-changing technologies,” including unmanned and autonomous systems, may support 
wider regional domain awareness and defense. Illustrative of these upgrades are what the Air 
Force is doing in Australia. Despite the decision to rotate up to 2,500 Marines in Darwin by 2020 
some consider the unparalleled air force training and exercise capacity to be the most important 
element for rotating forces through the Northwest Territory. The U.S. Air Force will rotate more 
fighter-bomber squadrons through the vast, sparsely populated area, making use of the enviable 
training range at Bradshaw Field. The Australians have already committed to buying 72 F-35 
Joint Strike Fighters, raising the level of interoperability across a spectrum of platforms and 
systems.29   

The Army and Pacific Pathways. As all branches of service look to establish their peacetime 
relevance during a time of more serve budget constraints, the Army has been actively looking to 
how it can contribute to America’s policy of rebalancing to the Asia–Pacific. It was the first of 
the Services to face the prospect of huge budget cuts as the United States confronted 
sequestration and the desire to draw down from combat roles in Iraq and Afghanistan. The 
Army’s pivot has represented a major shift from the past decade’s high-tempo combat operations 
in Southwest Asia. As U.S. Army Pacific (USARPAC) Commander Vincent K. Brooks has 
written, “[W]e must now shift sights toward long-term readiness in support of the joint force in 
the Indo-Asia-Pacific. The Nation requires a joint force that can assure, deter, compel, and 
support to advance or protect our national interests anytime, anywhere.”30  
 
The Department of Defense has announced plans to reduce the Army to about 450,000 troops by 
2019, a reduction of 120,000 soldiers from the peak of the fighting in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
While forces for contingencies on the Korean peninsula have been protected from serious budget 

27Ibid., p. 13.  
28Lieutenant Colonel Jeffrey B. Warner, USAF, “To Enable and Sustain: Pacific Air Forces’ Theater Security 
Cooperation as a Line of Operation,” Air & Space Power Journal, January–February 2015, pp. 79–80. 
29Jason Scott, “US Top Guns in Darwin Drill as China Tensions Rise,” Bloomberg, August 28, 2014, 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-08-27/u-s-top-guns-in-darwin-dog-fight-drills-as-china-tensions-rise 
(accessed October 6, 2015).   
30General Vincent K. Brooks, Commanding General, United States Army Pacific, “2014 Green Book: Rebalanced 
and Beyond,” September 30, 2014, http://www.army.mil/article/134913/ (accessed October 6, 2015).   
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reductions, a declining force structure places a premium on thinking strategically about how to 
leverage the Army’s warfighting experience and many regional partners in which land forces 
dominated the armed forces (including Indonesia and India). Although the Asia–Pacific region is 
often thought about in terms of sea and air power, ground forces remain essential to a full range 
of scenarios.31    
 
One of the harbingers of a shifting Army focus started in November 2012, when USARPAC 
opted for an Australian general officer to serve as Deputy Commander at Fort Shafter, Hawaii. 
Attesting to the success of the program, two years later, in November 2014, Major General 
Richard M. Burr was relieved by his fellow Australian, Major General Gregory C. Bilton.32     
 
The concept behind a new “Pacific Pathways” exercise program, as General Brooks has put it, is 
to “have…more faces, in more places, without new bases.” 33 Through smart bilateral exercises, 
the Army is retaining readiness and building interoperability with increasingly capable allied and 
partner armed forces. Helping General Brooks and USARPAC to spearhead cost-effective ways 
to enhance engagement for the U.S. Army in the Asia–Pacific region is the very capable 
Lieutenant General Stephen R. Lanza, Commander, Army I Corps, Joint Base Lewis-McChord 
in the state of Washington. In Pacific Pathways, selected I Corps units conduct simulated combat 
training combined with Asian partners rather than traditional training rotations.34 
 
Allied and partner combined exercises include India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, the Philippines, 
South Korea, Thailand, and Vietnam. Thus, in September 2014 soldiers from 2nd Battalion, 1st 
Infantry Regiment exercised with those of Tentara Nasional Indonesia’s (TNI’s) 411th Raider 
Infantry Battalion in the month-long Garuda Shield in East Java. A similar exercise, Keris Strike, 
was conducted at the same time with Malaysia.35 Last October, Orient Shield brought together 
soldiers from the 2nd Stryker Battalion Combat Team, 2nd Infantry Division, and those of the 
11th Infantry Regiment, 7th Armor Division, Northern Army of the Japan Ground Self-Defense 
Force for combined light-infantry and urban-assault training.36 
 

31See Anna Fifield, “With Exercises in Asia, US Army Searches for Relevance,” The Washington Post, November 8, 
2014, http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/with-exercises-in-asia-us-army-searches-for-
relevance/2014/11/08/e59db118-5ddd-11e4-827b-2d813561bdfd_story.html?wprss=rss_national-security (accessed 
October 6, 2015).   
32Staff Sergeant William F. Sallette, “US Army Pacific Honors Australian Generals,” U.S. Army, November 17, 
2014, http://www.army.mil/article/138484/US_Army_Pacific_honors_Australian_generals/ (accessed October 6, 
2015).   
33Quoted in Brigadier General Dan Karbler, “‘Boots on the Ground, Please!’: The Army in the Pacific,” War on the 
Rocks, November 26, 2014, http://warontherocks.com/2014/11/boots-on-our-ground-please-the-army-in-the-pacific/ 
(accessed October 6, 2015).   
34Sandra I. Erwin, “Army’s Pacific Strategy Seen as Model for Peacetime Training,” National Defense Magazine, 
October 16, 2014, http://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/blog/Lists/Posts/Post.aspx?ID=1644 (accessed October 
6, 2015).  
35Sergeant Brooks Fletcher, “Pacific Pathways Enhances Stryker Unit’s Readiness,” U.S. Army, September 29, 
2014, http://www.army.mil/article/134817/Pacific_Pathways_enhances_Stryker_unit_s_readiness/ (accessed 
October 6, 2015).  
36Specialist Frank Cagnina, “US and Japanese Forces Share Marksmanship Skills During Orient Shield 14,” U.S. 
Army, October 24, 2014, 
http://www.army.mil/article/136980/US_and_Japanese_forces_share_marksmanship_skills_during_Orient_Shield_1
4/ (accessed October 6, 2015).  
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Country-Specific Defense Cooperative Initiatives 
 
Australia. The Australia–U.S. alliance is built on a shared desire to preserve common sea lines 
of communication and deter threats to peace and stability throughout the region. The relationship 
was strengthened under the former Labor government of Kevin Rudd, even though Australia’s 
level of defense spending faltered. The current administration of Prime Minister Tony Abbott has 
pledged to spend 2 percent of its gross domestic product on defense by 2020. At present 
Australia is spending about 1.7 percent. If the Australian economy can grow at a projected 2 
percent, that will offer a considerable defense contribution.   
 
As noted elsewhere, especially in the sections above dealing with the Marine Corps and U.S. Air 
Force, the rebalance has brought tangible access and scaled up exercises and training in 
Northwest Australia. Potential rotational naval presence in HMAS Stirling near Perth in Western 
Australia continues to be under consideration, as well.     
 
Japan. To check unilateral changes to the status quo, one tool remains: transparency. That is part 
of the rationale for the United States supporting the idea that Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force 
aircraft conduct patrols in the South China Sea.37 Although extending Japan’s operational patrols 
potentially places the naval and air forces of the world’s three largest economies into the same 
semi-enclosed body of water, the Sea is expansive and China’s growing naval, coast guard, 
Marine Surveillance, law-enforcement, and other maritime fleets are too numerous for Southeast 
Asian nations to track. Seventh Fleet Commander Admiral Robert Thomas, noting regional 
concern over China’s expansive nine-dash-line claim to virtually 90 percent of the South China 
Sea, said, “I think allies, partners and friends in the region will look to the Japanese more and 
more as a stabilizing function.”38 While Japan has not been publicly pushing for such a role, the 
move would be a logical evolution in Japanese security thinking under Prime Minister Shinzo 
Abe. And it also reflects the growing capability of Japanese patrol aircraft, the Kawasaki P-1, 
with a range of nearly 5,000 miles (twice the mission radius of the P-3 Orion, the predecessor 
mainstay ASW patrol aircraft in both the U.S. Navy and the Japan Maritime Self Defense Force 
(JMSDF).39  
 
Japan is also actively building its ties with Southeast Asian partners, including the Philippines. In 
Tokyo on January 29 of this year, Philippine Defense Secretary Voltaire Tuvera Gazmin and 
Japan Defense Minister Gen Nakatani called for the peaceful settlement of disputes, freedom of 
the seas and navigation, and adherence to the rule of law, as they signed a memorandum of 
understanding announcing cooperation in nine areas, including high-level exchanges, joint 
exercises, assistance with air force lift and transport to deal with HA/DR contingencies, maritime 
operational safety to avoid collisions at sea, and a new working-level dialogue on defense 
equipment.40  

37Tim Kelly and Nobuhiro Kubo, “U.S. Would Welcome Japan Air Patrols in South China Sea,” Reuters, January 
29, 2015,  
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/01/29/us-japan-southchinasea-idUSKBN0L20HV20150129 (accessed October 
6, 2015).  
38Ibid. 
39Ibid.  
40“Japan, Philippines Agree to Buoy Maritime Defense Cooperation,” Nikkei Asian Review, January 30, 2015,  
http://asia.nikkei.com/Politics-Economy/International-Relations/Japan-Philippines-agree-to-buoy-maritime-defense-
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Japan is also reaching beyond Asia to strengthen its capacity in the Asia–Pacific. The Abe 
administration has improved defense cooperation with Britain, particularly with respect to 
defense hardware and cyber space, and in late January 2015 it doubled down on that 
relationship.41   
 
In 2014, Japan eased a nearly half-century-old policy of restricting defense exports, and Prime 
Minister Abe has wanted to socialize its more robust participation in the global arms market in a 
way that did not engender a sharp backlash.42 Democratic Britain, Australia, and India—two 
close allies of the United States and the third with an improving security partnership with 
Washington—have been early suitors.   
 
India. Defense industrial cooperation can be a painstaking and risk-taking enterprise. For 
instance, recall the U.S.–Japan FSX joint fighter program in the 1980s; that aircraft was never 
built. There is a strategic opportunity cost in courting a ponderous bureaucratic partner like India, 
where implementation is a lot more difficult than winning top-level agreement (something often 
true of the United States, too). Among the obstacles has been India’s desire to obtain far more 
out of defense cooperation than simply buying U.S. hardware. India wants the transfer of high 
technology, something sought by most countries that enter defense cooperation and especially 
joint production deals with the United States. But as Stephen Tankel notes, India also demands 
“the transfer of technology used to build those systems.”43 Delhi also has been holding out for 
genuine co-development and co-production arrangements, not simply a transactional “buyer-
seller dynamic that characterizes U.S. defense trade with most countries.”44 Finally, India 
demands certain offsets in the form of profit invested back into Indian industry, even while 
limiting foreign direct investment to promote a “Make in India” campaign. 
 
Yet despite these hazards, President Obama’s visit as the honored guest for India’s Republic Day 
on January 28, 2015, not only provided the occasion to announce a renewal of a ten-year defense 
framework agreement, but also seems to have made tangible progress on the Defense 
Technology and Trade Initiative (DTTI). A list of 20 projects has languished since proposed in 
2012, but at the summit four technologies were settled on as test projects. These “pathfinder” 
joint efforts include: the next-generation of the successful Raven UAV; a “roll-on, roll-off” 

cooperation (accessed October 6, 2015).  
41Kakumi Kobayashi, “New Defense Deal Benefits Japan, U.K.,” The Japan Times, January 29, 2015, 
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/01/28/national/politics-diplomacy/new-japan-u-k-defense-framework-
unlocks-cooperation-sales/ (accessed October 6, 2015).  
42Japan adopted a restrictive arms exports policy in 1967 based on three principles of not selling arms to communist 
countries, countries under international embargoes, and countries involved in or potentially involved in conflict.  
The previous Democratic Party of Japan government under Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda relaxed the rules 
in 2011 to allow some arms sales for humanitarian and peaceful purposes. But the Abe administration has 
overhauled those rules further to allow arms sales that are thought to contribute to international security. See Mizuho 
Aoki, “Abe Eases Weapons Export Rules,” The Japan Times, April 1, 2014, 
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2014/04/01/national/politics-diplomacy/abe-eases-weapons-export-
rules/#.VMrM8lqBmfQ (accessed October 6, 2015).  
43Stephen Tankel, “A Deepening Defense Relationship on India’s Republic Day,” War on the Rocks, January 29, 
2015, http://warontherocks.com/2015/01/a-deepening-defense-relationship-on-indias-republic-day/?singlepage=1 
(accessed October 6, 2015).  
44Ibid. 
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intelligence-gathering module that will enable India’s C-130 Super Hercules aircraft to undertake 
surveillance missions; mobile electric hybrid power sources to support expeditionary and off-the-
grid deployments; and protective clothing for chemical and biological warfare.45 These decisions 
reflect a bilateral commitment to “results-oriented” defense cooperation, and success in these 
pathfinder technologies could spur discussions about joint development and production of 
aircraft carrier systems and jet engine technologies.46 
 
Not all cooperation with India need be or is being undertaken by the United States.  Washington 
has been encouraging its key allies in Asia, especially Japan and Australia, to work more closely 
with India. Prime Minister Abe and Prime Minister Modi have advanced ties and are committed 
to tighter defense cooperation. Beyond exercises and exchanges, India appears set to purchase up 
to 15 of Japan’s indigenously produced ShinMaywa US-2 amphibious patrol aircraft by early 
next year.47 More recently, India has asked Japan to compete to build the Indian Navy’s next 
diesel-electric submarine. Specifically, India is eyeing Japan’s Soryu-class submarine with air 
independent propulsion (AIP) that is being examined by Australia as a replacement for its 
Collins-class diesel boats. India’s Project 75I, approved last year after a seven-year delay, 
envisions spending more than $8 billion on six diesel-electric submarines with land attack and 
AIP capabilities.48  
 
Indonesia. The United States and Indonesia have dramatically improved relations, including 
defense ties, since the fall of Suharto’s New Order in 1998 and the transition to democratic 
government. In 2005, the United States reinstated Indonesia’s eligibility for International 
Military Education and Training assistance, and shortly thereafter lifted the ban on first nonlethal 
and then lethal arms. Those sanctions had been imposed on the Indonesia military, (known today 
as the Tentara Nasional Indonesisa, or TNI) TNI, for human rights violations in East Timor 
dating back to 1991.  
  
Former President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono ushered in a new era of security cooperation with 
the United States. He and President Obama signed a Comprehensive Partnership Agreement in 
2010 under which the world’s second and third largest democracies established six working 
groups: democracy and civil society, security, energy, the environment and climate change, trade 
and investment, and education.49 Indicative of the new state of defense relationship has been the 
Obama Administration’s sale of F-16 aircraft (former U.S. National Guard Air Force Reserves 
fighter aircraft transferred as Excess Defense Articles) and initiated Foreign Military Sales 

45Ibid. 
46Harsh V. Pant, “New Phase in India-U.S. Ties,” The Japan Times, January 31, 2015. 
47Ankit Panda, “India Will Buy 15 Amphibious Aircraft from Japan: So What?,” The Diplomat, January 29, 2015, 
http://thediplomat.com/2014/01/india-will-buy-15-amphibious-aircraft-from-japan-so-what/ (accessed October 6, 
2015).  
48Rahul Bedi, “India Asks Japan to Offer Soryu Subs for Project 75I Requirement,” IHS Jane’s Defense Weekly, 
January 29, 2015, http://www.janes.com/article/48448/india-asks-japan-to-offer-soryu-subs-for-project-75i-
requirement (accessed October 6, 2015).  
49“United States-Indonesia Comprehensive Partnership,” U.S. Department of State, October 8, 2013, 
http://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2013/10/215196.htm (accessed October 6, 2015).  
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(FMS) of Maverick missiles and other defense equipment.50 It also sold eight advanced Apache 
attack helicopters.51 
 
The election of President Joko “Jokowi” Widodo last year has generated new momentum in the 
Comprehensive Partnership and bilateral defense ties. In January of this year, the two countries 
signed a five-year arrangement to support the development of Indonesian defense planning. 
Under the Defense Institutional Reform Initiative, the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) will 
assist Kemhan, TNI Headquarters, as well as the Army, Navy and Air Force, on defense strategic 
planning during the 2015–2019 period. The accord institutionalizes and expands some of the 
support provided in 2014.52 Last year the two militaries conducted some 500 joint-exchange 
exercises and activities, and that number is expected to grow in the coming years.   
 
Increasingly cooperation is likely to gravitate to the maritime domain. As tensions have grown in 
the South China Sea, the world’s largest archipelagic country is changing its mindset about its 
comprehensive dependence on the sea. That is at the heart of Jokowi’s policy putting Indonesia 
in the midst of a “maritime fulcrum” or “maritime axis.”53   
 
Others have described this really as an attempt to bring about an Indonesian “maritime 
awakening.”54 The new president has identified three major pillars of his maritime policy: 
infrastructure (from ports to the shipping industry), connectivity (to help link together more of 
the 6,000 inhabited islands), and foreign policy (about which there is no consensus yet on its 
implications). While Jokowi may be saying little about maritime security, his initiative is 
occurring against the backdrop of several years of heightened tensions in the South China Sea. 
Indeed, last year, in response to China’s nine-dashed-line claim, Indonesia deployed some of its 
newly purchased AH-64E Apache helicopter gunships to help safeguard territorial waters 
generated by its Natuna Islands. Even allowing for a past policy favoring a “Minimum Essential 
Force,” plans are underway to shore up Indonesia’s military forces, including its navy and air 
forces. Two authors speculate that Jokowi 
 

contemplates erecting a defensive firewall in the form of an advanced navy to protect the 
country’s maritime assets, sea-lanes and territorial waters from both non-traditional 
security threats and external incursions. But he does not stop there. He goes on to project 
Indonesia as a maritime power in the region by promising to augment Indonesia’s naval 

50Ibid.  
51Julian E. Barnes, “U.S. to Sell Apache Attack Helicopters to Indonesia,” The Wall Street Journal, August 26, 
2013, http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887323407104579036500820142432 (accessed October 6, 
2015).  
52Nani Afrida, “US to Get Involved in RI Military,” The Jakarta Post, January 8, 2015, 
http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2015/01/08/us-get-involved-ri-military.html (accessed October 6, 2015).  
53Vibhanshu Shekhar and Joseph Chinyong Liow, “Indonesia as a Maritime Power: Jokowi’s Vision, Strategies, and 
Obstacles Ahead,” Brookings Institution, November 2014, 
http://www.brookings.edu/research/articles/2014/11/indonesia-maritime-liow-shekhar (accessed October 6, 2015).   
54Although President Joko Widodo’s term was widely translated literally as “maritime fulcrum” or “maritime axis,” 
the term “awakening” is much closer to what he meant, according to Dr. Shahifiah F. Muhibat of the Center for 
Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), Indonesia. The issue was discussed at an international forum in Tokyo on 
January 29, 2015.   
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capability. He has proposed the development of an “integrated three-dimensional defense 
system” under a long-term strategic plan, the details of which are yet to be laid out.55 
 

If this vision is correct, then defense cooperation with the United States could easily grow in 
areas related to maritime domain awareness, anti-access/area denial, and other areas. Alexander 
Sullivan of the Center for a New American Security recently recommended a series of pointed 
steps that should be undertaken by either the Indonesian or U.S. government or both, including 
but not limited to: 
 

• Follow through on increasing defense spending by 1.5 percent over the next five years, as 
pledged by Jokowi during last year’s presidential campaign; 

• Prioritize air and sea forces, especially those related to command, control, 
communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) 
systems useful for HA/DR, maritime domain awareness, and higher-end combat; 

• Promote FMS requests that strengthen these types of forces; 
• Help Indonesia manage “full life-cycle costs” of advanced weapons systems; 
• Foster defense industry cooperation by supporting the ability of local firms “to provide 

spares, maintenance, repair and overhaul, and other aspects of sustainment”; and 
• Conduct more advanced joint exercises, including with Japan, Australia, and Singapore, 

and especially those that contribute to a “multilateral common operating picture for the 
South China Sea.”56 

 
Beyond these ideas, it is important for the United States and allies like Japan and Australia to 
help Indonesia in ways that are affordable, inherently defensive, and can be integrated into a 
strategic plan. What is needed is a combination of acquisition reform and a greater spirit of 
meeting partners where their forces and defense industrial base can sustain and operate together. 
For the United States, it will no longer suffice to use FMS to push expensive and sophisticated 
arms on partners with smaller defense budgets and more localized requirements. The Littoral 
Combat Ship may be relatively small and inexpensive for the United States, but not for others. 
The United States could easily support micro shipyards capable of fashioning a low-end offshore 
patrol platform that would cost a fraction of the LCS.57 
 
Having said that, in some cases more expensive systems, such as UAVs or expensively acquired 
information that can be shared, could help meet the needs of partners. As with other allies and 
partners, Indonesia could benefit from a shared information regime. From the South China Sea to 
illegal fishing, a country of some 17,000 islands could use support trying to maintain persistent 
coverage of its surrounding waters.  
 
Other Southeast Asian Partners. The Asian power web refers to a thickening set of intra-Asian 
defense and security ties. In Southeast Asia, the potential for a caucus of ASEAN claimant states 
remains notional but could be useful if Malaysia and Brunei could work with the Philippines and 

55See Shekhar and Liow, “Indonesia as a Maritime Power: Jokowi’s Vision, Strategies, and Obstacles Ahead.” 
56Alexander Sullivan, Strengthening US-Indonesia Defense Ties (Washington, DC: CNAS, October 2014), p. 7-8, 
http://www.cnas.org/sites/default/files/publications-pdf/CNAS_IndonesiaCountry_Sullivan.pdf (accessed October 6, 
2015).    
57I am indebted to Jerry Hendrix for this idea.   
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Vietnam. Clearly the two most active claimants, Vietnam and the Philippines, are seeking to 
build up a substantive strategic partnership. In 2014, the two conducted inaugural naval talks and 
two Vietnamese frigates made a port call to Manila. In December, Hanoi signaled support for the 
Philippines’ arbitration case before the International Tribunal on the Law of the Sea as Manila 
seeks to use international law to push back on Chinese assertiveness, including its nine-dash-line 
claim. In January 2015, Vietnam and the Philippines held ministerial-level talks between 
Vietnam Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Pham Binh Minh and Philippine Foreign 
Minister Albert del Rosario to build out a comprehensive strategic partnership. They agreed on 
joint naval patrols, training, and exchanges. 
 
Defense Industry Trends and Implications for Asia 
 
Defense industrial cooperation is happening at the same time and despite major challenges to 
U.S. defense industry. Globalization, declining defense budgets, and rapid technological changes 
are collectively transforming defense industry.58 Two prominent former officials have written 
how the DOD is being changed by commercial technology rather than serving as a catalyst for 
technological innovation: “For generations, the Pentagon has been a technology exporter to the 
commercial sector of transformational capabilities such as the Global Positioning Systems (GPS) 
and the Internet. Today, DOD is increasingly becoming an importer of the technological 
advances taking place all around the world, from information technology and 3-D manufacturing 
to autonomous technology and synthetic biology.”59 Even worse, as Ben FitzGerald and Kelley 
Sayler observe, “the structures, from acquisition regulations to arms control, that supported the 
innovation and management of previously successful defense-industrial regimes—and denied 
new technologies to adversaries—now act as impediments in the geopolitical and business 
environment of the 21st century.”60 
 
Dynamic trends in technology are being driven by gains in process power and big data analytics, 
as well as the development of unmanned and robotic systems, among other areas. These 
proliferation technologies are diffusing power and also shortening the time for making critical 
decisions. Yet in the face of these real-world developments, the United States labors under 
institutional and regulatory barriers designed to create stability with export controls such as the 
International Traffic in Arms Regulation. Similarly, arms control regimes, including the 1987 
Missile Technology Control Regime designed to restrain the proliferation of ballistic and cruise 
missiles, “constrains the exports of UAVs—particularly with ranges of more than 300 km and 
payloads of more than 500 kg, such as the MQ-1 Predator, MQ-9 Reaper and RQ-4 Global 
Hawk. These restrictions provide advantages to those countries that do not adhere to them, 
including China, Iran and Israel the last of which has surpassed the United States to become the 
world’s largest exporter of UAVs.”  61 Meanwhile, U.S. defense industry has concentrated into 
three large prime contractors, even while increasingly the complex strategic environment will 
require more technology from the commercial as well as defense sectors.62 Put differently, 

58William J. Lynn III and Admiral James Stavridis, USN (Ret.), “Foreward,” in Ben FitzGerald and Kelley Sayler, 
Creative Disruption: Technology, Strategy and the Future of the Global Defense Industry (Washington, DC: CNAS, 
June 2014), p. 6. 
59Ibid. 
60Ibid., p. 8. 
61Ibid., p. 13. 
62Ibid., p. 15. 
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commercially derived game-changing technologies—including autonomous surveillance and 
strike platforms, anti-ship ballistic missiles, cyber, and robotics—are likely to give states more 
“bang for the buck” and ability to shift the military balance of power than sustaining defense 
technologies such as expensive new versions of military aircraft and ships. The region that is apt 
to have the biggest disruption is Asia. As Ben FitzGerald and Kelley Sayler write about the 
potential changing power dynamics: 
 

Indeed, at a time when U.S. and allied defense budgets are declining, some U.S. 
competitors have dramatically accelerated defense investments and embarked on 
aggressive programs of military modernization focused on the acquisition of asymmetric 
capabilities. In the case of China, for example, sizable increases in defense spending over 
the past decade have fueled the country’s development of advanced anti-access/area 
denial capabilities, which could in turn provide it with a strategic advantage in the event 
of a conflict and ultimately lead to a shift in the balance of power.63 

 
Solutions to this challenge include fostering more intra-Asian defense industrial cooperation, 
supporting the development of asymmetric A2/AD capabilities among allies and partners, and 
moving toward more “federated defense” cooperation. 
 
A2/AD capabilities that partners could build include some lower cost versions of traditional 
platforms, such as submarines, and mines, missiles, and ISR for greater maritime domain 
awareness. The “Air-Sea Battle” concept launched in 2009 and whose name has recently been 
changed to reflect greater jointness and focus less on conflict than maneuver and access 
operations, has been at the center of U.S. thinking about A2/AD concepts.64 At the heart of the 
concept is “the need to explore and adopt options that will preserve U.S. ability to project power 
and maintain freedom of action in the global commons.”65 A variety of technologies are 
proliferating systems that can affect the movement of friendly forces to a theater (“anti-access”) 
or deny those forces freedom of maneuver within a theater (area denial). These technologies 
include a “new generation of cruise, ballistic, air-to-air, and surface-to-air missiles with 
improved range, accuracy, and lethality.” In addition, 
 

Both space and cyberspace are becoming increasingly important and contested. The 
pervasiveness and advancement of computer technology and reliance on the internet and 
usable networks are creating means and opportunity for computer attack by numerous 
state and non-state aggressors and the domain of space is now integrated to such military 
capabilities as communications, surveillance, and positioning. In certain scenarios, even 
low-technology capabilities, such as rudimentary sea mines, fast-attack small craft, or 
shorter range artillery and missile systems render transit into and through the commons 
vulnerable to interdiction by coercive, aggressive actors, slowing or stopping free 
movement.66 

 

63Ibid., p. 19. 
64“Air-Sea Battle: Service Collaboration to Address Anti-Access & Area Denial Challenges,” Air-Sea Battle Office, 
May 2013. 
65Ibid., p. 1. 
66Ibid., p. 2. 
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The Air-Sea Battle concept focuses on networked, integrated joint capabilities. “For example, 
cyber or undersea operations can be used to defeat air defense systems, air forces can be used to 
eliminate submarine or mine maritime threats, or space assets can be used to disrupt adversary 
command and control.”67 It also highlights three lines of efforts: “disrupt adversary command, 
control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR or 
C4I); destroy adversary A2/AD platforms and weapons systems; and defeat adversary employed 
weapons and formations.”68 The concept reportedly prompted the Navy to make changes in force 
planning, “including new investments in ASW, electronic attack and electronic warfare, cyber 
warfare, the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF), the P-8A maritime patrol aircraft, and the Broad 
Area Maritime Surveillance (BAMS) UAV (a maritime version of the Global Hawk UAV).”69 
 
Most challenges, from terrorism to cyber attacks, require multilateral cooperation and defense 
budget constraints that militate toward working with allies and partners. These were the basic 
assumptions behind one study group on “Federated Defense” to “expand regional security and 
prosperity by joining regional allies and partners together in the pursuit of shared security 
objectives across the conflict spectrum.”70 The areas highlighted by the study group:  
 

• Humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HA/DR), including “improved regional 
collaboration,” “additional pre-positions stockpiles of critical supplies,” and broader 
“multinational exercises to include both whole-of-government and nongovernmental 
cooperation”;  

• Information and intelligence sharing, as the “MH-370 disaster heightened awareness of 
the need for a regional capability to monitor shared air and maritime areas”;  

• Maritime security, from “piracy, illicit trade, transnational crime, and territorial disputes” 
there is a growing requirement for “additional maritime sensors and platforms,” as well 
as for “pooled procurement programs for coastal patrol craft and advanced sensors”;  

• Undersea and anti-submarine warfare, where fielding new systems and training require 
cooperation;  

• Missile defense, given that “regional states could share some of the development costs of 
directed energy and railgun research”; and  

• Cybersecurity, which demands developing “capabilities, operational concepts and plans 
to assure access throughout Asia.”71   

 
All of these areas are worthy of consideration, although stated at the outset they touch directly or 
indirectly on two major areas of effort: domain awareness and assured access to the global 
commons. Maritime domain awareness will consider ways to help achieve a common operating 
picture for situational awareness, early warning, and interoperability.  

67Ibid., p. 5. 
68Ibid., p. 7. 
69Christopher J. Castelli, “CNO: Air-Sea Battle Driving Acceleration of Key Programs in POM-14,” Inside the 
Navy, August 20, 2012. Quoted in Ronald O’Rourke, China Naval Modernization: Implications for U.S. Navy 
Capabilities—Background and Issues for Congress, Congressional Research Service Report, December 23, 2014, p. 
116.  
70Michael J. Green, Kathleen H. Hicks, and Zack Cooper, Federated Defense in Asia (Washington, DC: CSIS, 
December 2014), p. V. 
71Ibid., pp. VI–VII. 
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Assured access to the global commons will concentrate on cost-effective ways for third countries 
to bolster their A2/AD capabilities, through various military means, including mine and 
antisubmarine warfare and amphibious operations, as well as ways to make cyber and space 
capabilities less vulnerable and more resilient to sudden attack.   
 
One recommendation will focus on improving shared domain awareness, creating both better 
situational awareness for partner countries and at the same time erecting a greater common 
operating picture for the region.   
 
Another recommendation will focus on building up A2/AD capabilities for partner countries 
looking for less expensive ways to hedge against encroaching big-power forces. Of course, it is a 
challenge for a blue-water navy like that of the United States to focus on the needs of countries 
with green-water and brown-water navies designed to deal with coastline and riverine warfare, 
respectively. But there are solutions well short of the still expensive LCS. For instance, the 
United States could make better use of its numerous small shipbuilders who could build fast-
patrol craft and other innovative boats more suited to A2/AD and coastal patrols and law 
enforcement—rather than focusing exclusively on selling expensive U.S. equipment that may 
deliver less cost-effective outcomes for the regional security environment in Southeast Asia. But 
at this time, the DOD is left to rely on Foreign Military Sales of older equipment.  
 
For both maritime domain awareness and assured access, the United States can leverage its 
advanced alliance defense relationships, especially those with Japan and Australia, to advance a 
stable, rules-based system by building capacity across the Indo–Pacific region. Together, they 
can tailor defense and security cooperation to meet the interests and requirements of emerging 
partners such as Indonesia, India, and others.   
   
Persistent domain awareness of contested territories and improved A2/AD capabilities among 
willing allies and partners represent the kind of military modernization that improves national 
defense while preserving regional stability. They are inherently defensive and should not pose a 
threat to security-seeking states. They offer greater transparency to anticipate problems and also 
enhance self-reliance and confidence to deal with them—both critical in overcoming coercion. 
The process of building a common operating picture and assured access capabilities with allies 
and partners compels technical and operational cooperation by requiring states to work out 
interoperability and data-sharing arrangements.  
 
Domain awareness can help with a range of traditional and nontraditional security issues, 
including the protection of marine resources. Illegal fishing, a $23 billion a year industry, 
contributes to the growing scarcity of marine resources.72 Indonesia alone suffers an annual loss 
of $3 billion from illegal fishing in its waters. But a combination of nano-satellites, big data 
analytics, and existing tracking devices required on most commercial shipping and fishing 
vessels—automatic identification systems and vessel monitoring systems, respectively—is 
addressing the challenge of protecting vulnerable fishery stocks from illicit trade. At least that is 

72“Combatting Illegal Fishing: Dragnet,” The Economist, January 24, 2015, 
http://www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21640306-new-satellite-based-surveillance-system-will-
keep-sharp-eye-those (accessed October 6, 2015).  
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the hope of a new “watch-room system” that is being tested the remote Pitcairn reserve in the 
South Pacific.73   
 
Conclusion  
 
The rationale for defense cooperation, both operationally and industrially, relates to the larger 
goal of preserving, adapting, and building an inclusive, rules-based system in the Indo–Asia–
Pacific region. Defense and security cooperation with and among allies and partners can better 
help deter conflict, dissuade powers from resorting to unilateral changes to the status quo 
through coercion or force, provide defense in the event of aggression, and, above all, shape a 
rapidly changing security environment by maintaining a favorable balance of power. This 
balance is not simply at the high-end of the technology spectrum and not even mostly about 
technology. Rather it is about using comprehensive economic, diplomatic, legal, and military 
instruments of power to minimize gray-zone opportunism, salami slicing at the expense of 
smaller powers, and other more subversive and indirect means of changing facts on the ground, 
at sea, and in the air. 
 
Three means of achieving these goals offered in this paper are (1) increasing maritime domain 
awareness through sharing information, providing technical and technological support, 
networking, and exercising that network toward a common operating picture; (2) advancing 
assured access to the global commons, for instance, by providing allies and partners with their 
own defense-oriented A2/AD capabilities and developing various policy tools for imposing costs 
on coercive behavior and incentivizing cooperation; and (3) achieving acquisition reform and 
pursuing federated defense industrial cooperation to better share development, production, and 
operational costs and burdens. This is not an exhaustive menu but it provides tangible efforts that 
could be undertaken by key U.S. allies such as Japan, Australia, Korea, Thailand, and the 
Philippines, working with important regional partners such as India and Indonesia, as well as 
others such as Singapore, New Zealand, Vietnam, Taiwan, Malaysia, and others. 

73Ibid. 
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